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 Bulletin 15, September  2019

VMAA News
Visit our web site at www.vmaa.com.au

Tim Dehaan came first in the flying only in category in the last 
VFSAA event with his EU Coupe. A unique model that flies very well 

with a solid performance.  

Above. Tim has just finished another Eu Cope (1/3 scale) which was 
heavily modified for scale purposes. Tim hopes to fly the model in F4H. 

Good luck Tim, I am sure you will do well...

www.vmaa.com.au
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 It has been a while since the last newsletter, but workload, especially the area approvals for 
clubs has taken a lot of time with each one having its own unique circumstance to ensure success. 
We have been successful on most submissions, but there a few still in the mil and will hopefully, be 
resolved over the next few weeks. The success of the application is directly tied to the quality of 
documentation submitted. If we have all the right information in the first place, then we are in a 
good starting position. 

 The bulletin has a few articles but one of the main items to consider is the “Try and Fly day”. Important event to promote the sport 
and of course bring in new blood whether that being a junior, senior or pension, it all helps. The VMAA will also support clubs considering 
the event and may be able to provide financial assistance of up to $500 for promotional support. Each application is assessed on its own merits 
with any allocation based on the case presented. It has been great to see several clubs either completed or in the process of holding a Try and 
Fly day. 

General Communications
 If you require information or have a general query, your first port of call is at state level by contacting the VMAA Secretary. Most of 
the time the query can be answered and normally an answer is provided within 24 hours of the request. If I cannot answer your query, then I 
will discuss the issue with the MAAA and get back to you.

 The VMAA website has gone through a number of changes with a few more to complete the task. Additional information will be 
added to provide a “one stop” scenario. This includes the submission of events for the VMAA Calendar and can include your club flyer. The 
service is free with the calendar constantly being updated.

Insurance Top Up and Communications
 Be aware, the MAAA policies has provision the establishment for a $10,000 coverage ($2000 excess applicable) top up to assist 
clubs. Together with this policy, all clubs have the option to take out a top-up insurance to provide for the full value of their equipment etc. 

 The cost of the top-up insurance for clubs will be extremely competitive with several policies established by clubs. The policy 
has been significantly better than their previous policies which in turn reduces cost.  For any club that is interested and wish to top-up their 
insurance for property coverage.  Please click here to download and view the insurance top-up form 

Insurance Claims and/or Communications
If you are submitting an insurance claim or any communications regarding a claim, it should be directed to the Federal Secretary. If you need 
additional information on insurance, please click of the following link. 
https://www.maaa.asn.au/club-support/insurance-support

If you query is general in nature, please contact the VMAA Secretary in the first instance.

CASA Communications
 Clubs are requested not to contact CASA direct. The MAAA holds the ARN with CASA.
All clubs should direct any CASA enquiries to the VMAA Secretary in the first instance. If your query can not be answered at State level, the 
VMAA Secretary will communicate with the Federal Secretary.

 Currently the RPAS team in CASA is fielding direct communication from members and clubs with information that can (and should) 
be handled by the State Secretaries or Federal Secretary. 

Member Registration 
 Meaningful Descriptions for EFT -  Please remember to put a meaningful description in your EFT payment, and /or send 
me an email letting me know that you have made a payment into the VMAA account. I am still receiving some payments that I have no idea 
of which Club the payment is from. Remember that the Membership Register system gives you the total amount owing for the Members 
registered. Paying by EFT is far better than cheque, as it means the funds can be process the registration through faster. If you go to a branch 
to make the payment, let me know as well, as that just comes up as “Deposit” in the VMAA account.

 Members FAI Cards – The MAAA sends batches of cards for those members that have paid and the process is completed. If you are 
using cheques instead of EFT, this will delay the process as mentioned and can take up to six weeks to receive the card. The process/workflow 
is detailed on the VMAA website and provides how each member fees are processed.

 There has been a number of cards lost or returned to the VMAA Registrar with “not at this address”. A reminder it is up to the Club 
Registrar or individual to ensure the details are correct on the MAAA Membership Registration system. This includes any changes to the club 
executive positions. It is not up to the VMAA Registrar to update members details. 

 If you are having an issue with the Membership Registration system, then by all means, send an email and Paul will get back to you

Heavy Model Insoectors. 
 There have been a few enquiries in regards to HM inspectors. As from the 2017 MAAA Council Conference, once a member is 
appointed as a heavy model inspector, there will be no requirement to renew the your appointment. If the member leaves the association, then 
the appointment is revoked automatically.

Moving forward….Setpember 2019
VMAA Secretary

https://www.vmaa.com.au/Download-Forms/2019_maaa_property-insurance-upgrade-form_one-page.pdf
https://www.maaa.asn.au/club-support/insurance-support
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 We have reached Spring and traditionally the wind tends to come up. But then again, that has been happening for the past 3 months. 
The days are becoming longer with next month daylight savings kicking in (looking forward to that) and hopefully good weather arriving. It 
has been a wet and cold winter and soon enough it will be grass cutting season if it has not started already.

 I hope you enjoy the bulletin and if you have an article, photos or would like to promote an event, please send it in.  Until next time, 
fly safe and enjoy.

Joe Finocchiaro
VMAA Secretary    
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To be held at Mount Wallace State Flying, Field, Mount Wallace. 
All MAAA Members are welcomed. Gates open at 8:00 am, 

Flying to start  at 9:00 am . 

Facilities available with canteen operating on the day. 
$10:00 Entry to fly. Automatic entry to raffle. Drawn at 3:00 PM 

Come and joins us for a great day of float flying at beautiful Mt Wallace.   

If you need further information, please contact  
BMMAA CD; Les Spaltman on Mob: 0418 405 549,  

Email Please Click Here  or 
BMMAA President, Ken Mollison on  Mob: 0408 998 689, 

Email: Please Click Here  

All pilots must have either a current FAI card or club receipt as proof of being a full financial 
member of the MAAA/VMAA.  Any model above 7 kg or over will need to show a current permit. 

No FAI card or receipt,  Sorry, NO FLY 

Plenty of prizes to be won.  
Please contact Ken or Les if you are coming along for catering purposes. 

Canteen open from 9:00 am 
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VFSAA Scale Competition 
31 August 2019

Article by: Ed
Photos: Keith Quigg

 On Saturday, 31 Aug 2019, the Victorian 
Flying Scale Aircraft Association (VFSAA) held a 
scale competition. P&DARCS (Pakenham) was the 
field of choice for this event and on arrival presented 
very well. The rains had certainly green things up with 
all three runways available for use. 

 The weather forecast leading up to the event 
was meant to be reasonable with light winds. But of 
course, in Melbourne, as we know, the weather can 
change several times before the actual day. Sure, 
enough the day started well with a sunny day, light 
winds and blue skies.

 The skies remained blue, but as the morning 
wore on, the wind started to raise the bar. It was not 
blowing a gale, but the unpredictability of the gusts 
and constant change of direction certainly make it interesting at ground level. But the show must go on.

 We started at the main runway, but it was not 
long before the wind changed once again on a more 
permanent direction as a crosswind, which required us 
to abandon the main runway and move off to one of the 
alternatives. The move was a good choice as the wind 
remained more consistent in direction, but still gusty at 
time.

 The event had a good turn out with 15 pilots in 
the flying-only category with several model types and 
sizes, which was fantastic to see. The last couple of 
months due to the weather, there were not too many 
events conducted. In the F4C and F4H, there were not 

as many pilots, with the regular pilots not available based on 
different reasons. Flying-only was the main category with some 
good flights and reasonable scores considering the conditions. 

 The small models did suffer in the windy conditions 
which you would expect. The heavier models dealt with the 
conditions far better, in my opinion. There were some hairy 
moments in taking offs and landings, but as the day progressed 
into the afternoon, the wind started to drop, and by the end of 
the day, it turned to be good flying conditions. 
I
 t was also good to see a junior (Harrison Ritter) 

Glen Orchard flew the HE219 for the competition. Looked 
great in the air as it did on the ground. 

Yours truly and my Sbash 342 ready for take-off.
Have a SV56 cc up front and handled the conditions very 

well.

Roly Gaumann Dornier Do 27 looks the part.
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competing for the first time in a scale event. He did 
receive the encouragement aware, and it is hoped he 
comes along again to give it another shot. Harrison 
came seventh overall, which is a great effort — well 
done Harrison.

 There will be another scale competition at 

Pakenham on Saturday, 20 Oct 2019. If you are interested in scale 
flying, have a scale aircraft of whatever type and would like to give it 
a go, come on down on the day. Manoeuvres you need to fly is based 
on what the aircraft is capable of doing with manoeuvres for aircraft 
that a non-aerobatic. So, as you can see, it covers a wide spectrum.

 Hope you enjoy the photos of the day 
which were taken by Keith Quigg who flew 
as well in the competition and achieved 3rd on 
the day. Good job.

 Until next time, stay safe, fly well, but 
always remember, enjoy our great sport.

Ed

Greg Lepp’s Bristol, waiting for the next mission.

It is a hard life being in the sun and enjoying 
the company of others.

Brian Whellan, Rob MacDonald (finshed 
2nd)and Don Relf taking a moment.. 

Greg Lepp presenting Harrison 
Ritter the encouragement award 

for the day. Well done.
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VMAA Video Library – September 2019 Update. 
 

The V.M.A.A. has a very extensive DVD Library. It contains over 1,300 titles covering models and full 
size aircraft as well as aviation movies.  There are many excellent instructional DVD that provide you 
with excellent information that will assist you in this great sport. There are also lots of titles covering 
many of the big model shows and competitions from all over the world as well as a huge selection of full 
size aircraft documentaries. You are really missing out on something if you are not a member of the 
library.  It only costs $6-00, which includes the return postage, for 4 DVDs. Please note that it is FREE to 
join and all there for you to use. 
 
To join the Library just e-mail the Librarian at; mailto:videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au, requesting details of 
the Library. The Librarian will e-mail you a joining form and a list of DVDs available so you can start 
enjoying the terrific collection.  
 
The video library is a great resource, if you are not using then it why not. You get 4 DVD’s delivered to 
your house for only $6-00. This includes the return postage. 
 
The Library has over 200 Instructional DVDs in its collection showing you how to do all sorts of things 
pertaining to model building. A list of just a few is below. This is just a fraction of what the Library has 
available. Contact the Video Librarian, videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au, for a list of titles and start to use 
this great facility. It will be e-mailed to you..  
 

 

5153 THE BASICS OF FIBREGLASS 55 Mins. 
Part 1 explains all the materials required when using 
Fibreglass. A good tape for someone starting out into fibre 
glassing. Part 2 shows step by step the making of a fibreglass 
cowl from preparing the cowl for making the plug, making the 
plug and making the finished product. A must for those wishing 
to do fibreglass molding.   

 

5154 ADVANCED FIBREGLASS 135 Mins. 
Part 1 explains advanced mould making and plug 
construction. Part 2 covers vacuum bagging and sandwich 
core construction. Part 3 covers the art of moldless 
composites.   
 

5155 AIRBRUSHING WITH THE VL 30 Mins. 
This DVD is designed to educate the beginner, clear up 
misconceptions and answer questions. It uses the Paasche VL 
airbrush but the information is general in nature.   
 

5156 MONOCOTE 60 Mins. 
This DVD shows you how to achieve top quality heat shrink 
covering of your model. It shows you how to cover wingtips, 
filets and other tough spots to deal with. Really good 
information.  
 

5157 THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL Vol. 1113 Mins. 
Mr. Scale, Dave Platt, shows you how to add that special 
detail to your scale models. This Volume includes upholstery, 
control surface flutes, overlapping panel joints, tip lights and 
much more.  

 

5158 THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL Vol. 2112 Mins. 
Mr. Scale, Dave Platt, shows you how to add that special 
detail to your scale models. This Volume includes control 
sticks, Instrument faces, making leather seats, making 
windows and much more.  
  

5159 MASTERING THE BANDSAW   52 Mins. 
Whilst aimed at the woodworking types it gives great hints at 
getting the most out of this piece of equipment. See how to 
change the blade and use it effectively to cut all types of 
shapes 

 

5160 SCROLL SAW BEGINNERS GUIDE   65 Mins.  
See how to get the most out of your scroll saw. 
 

5161 TURBINE R/C HELICOPTERS 90 Mins. 
An introduction as to what is involved with building and flying 
R/C turbine powered helis. 
 

5162 ELECTRIC REVOLUTION 115 Mins. 
Made about 2004 this DVD gives you a good insight into the 
advance in electric model aviation. 
 

5163 WATT’S THE DEAL?  Vol. 1 100 Mins. 
Dave Platt introduces you to electric model aviation with 
explanation of terms and how things work together. A very 
good introduction to those wanting to know more about electric 
flight. 
 

5164 WATT’S THE DEAL?  Vol. 2 100 Mins. 
Dave Platt continues his education on electric flight by 
showing the building of an electric twin model. Lots of good 
hints and information.  
 

5165 WATT’S THE DEAL?  Vol. 3 100 Mins. 
Dave Platt continues his education on electric flight by 
showing the building of an electric twin model. Lots of good 
hints and information.  
 

5166 PLANE TALKING – FROM DESIGN TO FLIGHT
 100 Mins. 

This DVD shows all the steps from designing your model 
through to building it. Lots of good information to those 
wanting to break out of the ARF cycle and get into actual 
building.  
 

5167 SPRAY PAINT ART FOR BEGINNERS  115 Mins. 
Learn how to create pictures with spray painting. This DVD 
shows how, using spray cans of paint, to create designs. 
Whilst aimed at the artist it gives you great techniques that can 
easily be used when painting models. 
 

5168 SPRAY PAINT ART - INTERMEDIATE  133 Mins. 
Learn how to create pictures with spray painting. This DVD 
shows how, using spray cans of paint, to create designs. 
Whilst aimed at the artist it gives you great techniques that can 
easily be used when painting models. 
 

5169 SPRAY PAINT ART – ADVANCED 
TECHNIQUES 128 Mins. 
Learn how to create pictures with spray painting. This DVD 
shows how, using spray cans of paint, to create designs. 
Whilst aimed at the artist it gives you great techniques that can 
easily be used when painting models. 
 

5170 CAR SPRAY PAINTING 60 Mins. 
Although pitched at car painting the DVD gives lots of very 
good information about spray-painting in general. 
 

5171 BASIC CAR BODYWORK 60 Mins. 
Although pitched at working on cars the DVD provides lots of 
good information on preparation for painting that is applicable 
to modeling. 
 

5172 HOW TO SET UP & OPERATE A SHERLINE 
LATHE 213 Mins. 

A must see for those that have the Sherline Lathe or are 
interested in obtaining one 
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5173 USING THE SHERLINE CNC LATHE 100 Mins. 
Details how to use the CNC attachment for the Sherline Lathe. 
 

5174 USING THE SHERLINE CNC MILLING 
MACHINE 100 Mins. 

Details how to use the CNC milling attachment for the Sherline 
Lathe. 
 

5175 HOW TO FLY 3D – VOL 1 60 Mins. 
A training aid that shows you how to fly those great 3D 
maneuvers. 
 

5176 HOW TO FLY 3D – VOL 2 60 Mins. 
A training aid that shows you how to fly those great 3D 
maneuvers. 

 

5177 JET PILOT 90 Mins. 
All you need to know about getting into jet turbine model flying.  
 

5178 TOOLS OF THE TRADE 120 Mins. 
Have a look at Scale Master Dave Platt’s workshop as he 
describes the tools and materials he uses.  
 

5179 ELECTRIC FLIGHT – INTRODUCTION 60 Mins. 
An introduction to electric flight. This part looks primarily at 
ARFs and the materials that they are made of as well as the 
electrics & electronics.  
 

5180 ELECTRIC FLIGHT – ADVANCED 60 Mins. 
Looking at the fast and aerobatic DF aircraft. It includes a look 
at multi engine electric aircraft and lots more. 
 

5181 ELECTRIC FLIGHT – MASTER 60 Mins. 
Covers scratch building the bigger and more complex scale 
models. It also covers the conversion the IC designs to electric 
powered. 
 

5182 VACUUM BAGGING MADE EASY Pt.1 60 Mins. 
Lots of great information as to how to do build wings using 
vacuum bagging. 
 

5183 VACUUM BAGGING MADE EASY Pt.2 60 Mins. 
Lots of great information as to how to do build wings using 
vacuum bagging. 
 

5184 2.4GHz RADIO CLINIC 105 Mins. 
A very detailed look at the 2.4GHz radios. The DVD goes into 
detail as t how 2.4GHz works and looks at 4 of the top brands 
explaining not only how they operate but some changes. A 
very interesting DVD. 
 

5185 FULLSIZE HELI TRAINING PART 1 60 Mins. 
A training film for full size heli flying. 
 

5186 FULLSIZE HELI TRAINING PART 2 60 Mins. 
A training film for full size heli flying. 
 

5187 FULLSIZE HELI TRAINING PART 3      60 Mins. 
A training film for full size heli flying. 
 

5188 HELI TRAINING – TX SET UP              103 Mins. 
An excellent moidel heli training film on TX theory and setup. 
 

5189 HELI TRAINING – BENCH SETUP        67 Mins. 
How to set up your model heli on the bench. 
 

5190 HELI TRAINING – FLIGHT TRIMMING  55 Mins. 
How to trim your heli. 
 

5191 HELI TRAINING – FLIGHT THEORY     73 Mins. 
All about flight theory, engine break-in and tools. 
 

5192 HELI TRAINING – BUILDING THE HELI  
                                                             102 Mins. 
 
5193 HELI TRAINING – BUILDING & BALANCING 

BLADES 105 Mins. 
All the information you need to sort out the blades of your heli. 
 

5194 ELECTRIC HELI TRAINING – THEORY & 
BUILD 88 Mins.                                                                                   
Understanding ESC operation, KV ratings and gear ratios plus 
more. 
 

5195 ELECTRIC HELI TRAINING – TRANSMITTER 
THEORY      105 Mins. 

Learn all about the Spectrum DX6 and DX7 transmitters. 
 

5196 ELECTRIC HELI TRAINING – BENCH SETUP 
AND FLYING      105 Mins. 

Shows setting up a T-Rex heli. 
 

5197 NITRO HELI TRAINING – RADIO THEORY 
      105 Mins. 

Shows you every setting on the TX menu. 
 

5198 NITRO HELI TRAINING – BUILDING TIPS & 
BENCH SETUP      105 Mins. 

Gives you building tips of the T-Rex and lots more great 
information. 
 

5199 NITRO HELI TRAINING – FLIGHT TRIMMING 
      97 Mins. 

Shows you all the trimming steps to give you a great flying 
heli. 
 

5200 JET ENGINES FOR MODELS      90 Mins. 
An introduction to jet engines for model aircraft. It goes 
through the theory and practical of using a jet turbine in model 
aircraft. 

5201 JET PILOT      90 Mins. 
All the information you need to get into jets. Includes a 
discussion on suitable models and then highlights other 
important information. 
 

5202 FOAMIES & INDOOR FLIGHT      141 Mins. 
World renowned RC pilot Andrew Jesky shows you how to 
prepare and fly indoor models. 
 

5203 ALL THINGS SLICK      149 Mins. 
World renowned RC pilot Andrew Jesky reviews the popular 
aerobatic aircraft “AJ Slick”, and shows you how to set up and 
fly this aircraft. The information is adaptable to all aerobatic 
aircraft. Very informative if you are getting into scale 
aerobatics. 
 

5204 PRECISION FLIGHT      141 Mins. 
World renowned RC pilot Andrew Jesky explains all the 
aspects precision aerobatics flying, including set up and flying. 
A must for those into precision aerobatics flying. 
 

5205 INTRODUCTION TO AIRBRUSHING  70 Mins. 
A great introduction to this very handy piece of equipment. 
Covers al from how it works through using it to cleaning and 
troubleshooting. 
 

5206 AIRBRUSHING TECHNIQUES   70 Mins. 
Ths DVD covers the painting of a model aircraft and shows 
you techniques to get the ultimate finish using an airbrush. 
 

5207 AIRBRUSHING TECHNIQUES   
The photo reference  DVD for 5206. 
 

5208 SMALL ROTORS 40 Mins.   
An introduction to the very popular small electric helicopters. 
 

5209 INTRO. TO RC HELICOPTERS 80 Mins. 
Follow an expert in model helis to show you all about this 
great aspect of model aviation. 
 

5210 JET PILOT – SCALE JETS 90 Mins. 
An informative look at getting into scale jets. It takes yo 
through all the consideration to look at when considering a 
scale jet. 
 

5211 MULTI-ROTORS, GETTING STARTED 65 
Mins. 

An informative look at getting into multi –rotors and carrying 
cameras etc. Lots of good information to help you get started 
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Fading Curtains! 
Who cares? 

JOIN US 

DAYLIGHT SAVING 

FLY IN 

Bring models and FLY them. 
Enjoy 

TOP 
CATERING 

ON-SITE 

Fly another model 

www.badmac.org.au 

SUNDAY 6th OCTOBER 2019 
IS WHEN WE CELEBRATE  — 

Excellent raffle draw 
Have a chat 

Grab a coffee and a burger Catch up with  
an old mate. 

Commit aviation 
Watch and enjoy 

That’s right — we get ONE EXTRA HOUR 
of daylight per day to fly our models. 
The curtains can look after themselves. 

Bairnsdale And District Model Aero Club 
VMAA State Field Eastern.  1125 Bengworden Rd. 
At the corner of Boundary Rd.  Goon Nure.  Victoria. 

Prize for wackiest 
 FLYING THINGY 
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or Google 
BRMFC

FIELD LOCATION

CHURCH RD, TRAWALLA (off the Western Freeway) 
(Google Maps “RC FLYING FIELD”)

        Email:  secretary@brmfc.org.au

 

Ballarat
Radio
Model
Flying
Club

Ballarat
RRadio
MMModel
FFFllying
Club

BRMFC.ORG.AU 

IS CALLING ALL PILOTS...

All Pilots must be MAAA members 

SUNDAY OCT 20th, 2019. 10AM - 3PM
   »  FLY WITH US AT OUR GREAT FIELD      

»  RELAXED FUN FLYING 
» BARBEQUE LUNCH

» HOT AND COLD DRINKS

» ALL AIRCRAFT WELCOME

  TRAWALLA
FUN FLY 
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Sunday 27th October 2019 
Held annually at the State Flying Field, Quayles Road, 

Darrawiet Guim Melways Reference 425 G3 

Visit www.nfg.org.au  for a detailed map and registration form. 

All pre-entered registrations will receive one bonus entry into the prize 
draw at the end of the day. 

Entry is open to all MAAA registered Pilots that have a plane with 
two or more engines or two main wings (bi-planes). 

Non flying visitors are most welcome to come and enjoy the day 

Food and drink will be available during the event. 

Great prizes on a fly per ticket lucky draw system. 

A trophy for the most unusual multi-engine aircraft. 
$10 Entry Fee for all Competitors – bring as many planes as you like. 

Pilots briefing and registration 9.30am 
Flying from 10am 

Contact: Mark Sills – 0419 338 847 
Northern Flying Group in conjunction with our major sponsor hopes 

you come and enjoy a relaxed Sunday flying at this unique event. 

Proudly Sponsered By
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 The promotion of our sport and the recruitment of new members is an ongoing task. It is a task that is endless and one that needs 
constant attention to ensure our sports continues. There are many distractions these days for our young people with ongoing technology 
developments providing many different devices to entertain or play with friends. 

 With this in mind, it becomes even more important to have events as 
the club “Come and Try” days to bring in new blood and demonstrate the fun 
we have in model aviation. Most of us know that if the junior does take up 
the hobby/sport, life’s distractions may take them away for some time. Work, 
family, and just growing up in the early years will reduce available free time. 

 Hopefully, when things do settle down, they will return, remembering 
the fun of flying and perhaps if they are lucky enough, even building a model 
aircraft. A good grounding and understanding are essential and of course, 
good instruction.

 There have been a few clubs this year that have held Try Fly Day 
and a few more preparing to conduct such an event. Great to see. I believe 
it is paramount that each club if possible, hold an event like this regularly to 
encourage juniors and adults to come out an experience what we do. 

 The VMAA will also assist clubs in promoting the event such as 
flyers, promotional flags etc.

The Warrnambool club is one club that held a successful try fly early on this 
year and has provided a couple of photos and an article from their point of 
view. Ed

“Come and Try” day at the Warrnambool Model Aircraft Club Sunday
14th April

Article by: Rod Mitchell

 As background to this event, our club had previously been invited 
to the local Aeroclub for a talk by a couple of their older members on early 
aviat ion 
in the   
  
  

 Warrnambool region at their Christmas break up. At the same time 
we were trying to come up with an event we could ask them to come along.

 Our new clubhouse was almost complete, with the possibility 
we would be able to put on a lunch or afternoon tea for the group. We 
ended up deciding to invite the group for a “Come and Try” day followed 
by afternoon tea. Without our new clubhouse, we would not have even 
considered putting an event like this on due to the logistic and having an 
area that could serve the purpose.

 The club has a trainer aircraft with buddy box system which can 
operate with instructor mode 1 or 2 and student mode 1 or 2. Our president 
also has a model with a buddy box system that he uses to give visitors a try. 
As it turned out on the day, another member brought out an electric glider 
and had the opportunity to have a go as well.

 The invite was sent out about a month earlier for a 1 pm start, and 
we hoped that the weather would be kind. As it turned out, the weather was 
perfect, and ten or so Aeroclub members attended plus half a dozen other 
visitors consisting mostly friends and or relatives.

 We offered flights to those that wanted to have a go but initially 
most just wanted to see some models fly and see how it all worked. Once 
we got the first two to have a go and prove that nothing bad would happen, 
the rest became very keen. I believe most of the visitors had a go who 
enjoyed the experience with at 2 of them having a couple of goes. Great to 
see.

Come & Try Day
A good way to promote the sport 

Rod Mitchell with young Hudson Bell with club members 
Travis Sachse and Ted Dyson looking on

Below. Aeroclub member James Hay looking on and Ross 
Condie on the right doing the flying
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Slope Soaring News

 Most of you should have heard by now about radio interference to models flown at Mt Hollowback in recent 
times. While some fliers have had no issues at the site, others have reportedly had interference where their models have 
been affected, some crashing. As a result, recent tests have been conducted at the site with some interesting results. 
From what I can ascertain, slope soaring at Mt Hollowback using 2.4GHz radios is now risky. From what I could 
decipher from the two reports posted on VARM’S website, 16 pages in all, 36MHz radios might still be okay to use. 
But to be sure, I suggest you read the documents for yourself and draw your own conclusion. I understand more tests 
are to be conducted. I wonder, will there be other frequency options in the future if this issue cannot be resolved?
https://www.varms.org.au/Members_Area/Doc/Mount_Hollowback.Aug-2019.pdf
https://www.varms.org.au/Members_Area/Doc/Mount_Hollowback_36MHz.Aug-2019.pdf

 Those who read my last report regarding 
the Federal Government’s biodiversity scheme, 
where visitors are no longer allowed on farms 
grazing cattle, Mt Hollowback’s latest radio issue 
is just another nail in the coffin for those wanting 
to enjoy slope soaring. Having said that, if you do 
travel to Mt Hollowback for a fly and experience 
radio interference, please contact the VMAA and 
let someone know what radio equipment you 
were using at the time and specifically what area 
you were flying. Any useful information will be 
helpful for the people currently conducting tests. 
But if you do choose to fly, set up your model with 
the failsafe activated and use a model that you are 
not particularly concerned about losing.

 In the meantime, anyone currently slope 
soaring elsewhere in Victoria and would welcome 
others to join in, please let me know. There is 
also regular slope soaring and oval flying in Bass 
Coast, weather permitting. For beginners, a flight 
simulator and large screen has been specially set 
up in Bass. This is your first step in learning to fly. 
Your second step is the real thing. BYO gliders or 
use ours. 

Happy flying, 
Ian Cole. 0427 553 755.
http://www.mountainglidingaustralia.com.au

At one stage, as we progressed, had three visitors in the air at the same time, and they thought it was getting too busy!! 

 We then adjourned to the clubhouse for the afternoon tea, which was well received. After everyone was fed, we flew a couple more 
models including a jet, which of course they all enjoyed. I think the last visitor left at about 5 pm so they were must have enjoyed themselves.

 Afterwards, the members commented on how well the whole event went, and I think we were all a bit surprised but very pleased. We 
are likely to do something similar in the future based on the success of the event. If anything, we generated a bit of interest and promoted our 
great sport.

Rod Mictehell
Secretary WMAC

https://www.varms.org.au/Members_Area/Doc/Mount_Hollowback.Aug-2019.pdf
https://www.varms.org.au/Members_Area/Doc/Mount_Hollowback_36MHz.Aug-2019.pdf
http://www.mountainglidingaustralia.com.au
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2019 FUNFLY
ANNUAL FUNFLY AND SWAP MEET NOV 23rd & 24th

Flying from 9am till dusk on both days.
Bring all your modelling surplus and swap or sell it for something better!

All pilots must have current MAAA membership
All heavy models require certification papers to be presented

Camping available with showers
Lunches available both days

Come and enjoy our friendly and relaxed club and enjoy our large
runways for your big models!

Hamper raffle and lucky pilot entry
For further information contact Phil Niewand on 0428812093

 

Scratch / Kit Built Scale Rally 
November 10th   2019 

Field Location; Wenn Rd. Cardinia, (50K East of Melbourne) Vic 
 

 
               

Excellent Trophies  

P&DARCS have excellent facilities including long and wide grass 
runways and several 12 and 240volt electric charging stations. 

 

Onsite non-powered camping is available. 
 

On line entry will be available in October at www.pdarcs.com.au/scalerally  
 

All Types of Scale Model Aircraft Welcome 
• Large models will have solo flying spots if requested. 
• Prizes for; Public Choice, President’s Encouragement Award. 
• Bring along your model or come and/or admire some great aircraft. 
• No documentation required – just fly and have fun. 
• All sizes of scale aircraft most welcome. 
• Models under construction are most welcome 
• See web site, www.pdarcs.com.au/scalerally, for more information and 

entry forms. 
• Spectators are most welcome, tell your friends to come. 
• Catering is available at the field. 

$5 per car entry fee for pilots and spectators 

Something Different…
David Rowe is looking for someone who would 
like to make a scale model of an unusual full-size 
aircraft and do some flight testing for me. Back 
in 1998 I designed, built and flew my first-round 
aircraft. I am now flying number 4 out of Tyabb 
airport. I have never spun it; and never intend to 
but am curious as to how it would spin and recover. 
If anyone is interested to make a model of UFO 
5 could you contact me for details, photos etc. 
Check out {Tyabb airshow UFO} on YouTube.

Sounds like a worthwhile exercise and do testing 
on an usual aircraft. anyone for the challange?

UFO at the Tyabb airshow
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IMPROVEMENTS AT ECHUCA STATE FIELD 

Article by: Fred West 

The Echuca Moama Model Aero Club is the host club at the VMAA State Field in Echuca and has 
recently completed more improvements to the field. With support from the VMAA, the club has 
installed a second pit cover. This was completed before Christmas and has been greatly appreciated 
by all over the hot summer months. They have also just completed the addition of a shower room to 
their existing amenities block which makes camping at the field more enjoyable. These 
improvements, along with the recently completed clubhouse and upgraded matting runways, 
provide pilots with some great facilities for locals and visitors alike. 

The EMMAC club is made up of a small group of enthusiastic and friendly members that gladly 
welcome visiting pilots. They also have a group of keen juniors which is vital to the future of our 
sport. 

The clubs hold an Annual Fun Fly-in April each year, and with excellent attendance for club members 
from many parts of the state. A great weekend of fun flying in a friendly environment and plenty of 
fun. Why not add it to your calendar and make the trip to Echuca and check out their great field. 

 

 

New Pit Shade at EMMAC 
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2019 Australian Masters and World Cup
Article By: Bill Wheeler  

 This year’s event had attracted the sponsorship of FUTABA 
Australia from W.A. as the major sponsor. They also arranged for 
the current F3A World Champion Tetsuo Onda of Japan to enter.  
As a World Cup event, we also had entrants from England, France, 
Holland and Germany who made the long trip down. Thanks 
largely due to the efforts of Russell Edwards (Aus) and Andrew 
Palmer (NZ) who had spent the middle of 2018 entering most of 
the European World Cup events. 

 Closer to home the Kiwi’s, who had won the Trans-Tasman 
the week before all (but two), stayed and entered. Dirk (Holland) 
and Peter (Germany) had also taken part in the Trans-Tasman the 
previous week and were now joined at the Masters by Kevin Caton 
(England) and Roland (France) along with Onda from Japan.

 The Coolum club hosted the event; the Suncoast Model 
Flying Club. The field, situated at the end of a small industrial park 
had its restrictions, which saw the two flight lines skewed to each 
other to fit within the club’s boundaries. Practice was scheduled 
for Thursday with the event then running Friday to Sunday. 

 Unlike Tin Can Bay it bucket down on Thursday, so much, so practice ceased after about two hours as we watched lakes from around 
the pits and most of the flying field. It didn’t deter some intrepid modellers 
who took out their Assassin flying wings, handed one to Onda and spent 
a wet 45 mins flying in the rain. By the end of the day, most of the field 
was underwater along with the specially hired marquee where the models 
were checked for weight and size. The evening’s BBQ was to be held in 
the marquee. The BBQ was moved to Friday and held under the shelter of 
the club’s canteen area and concreted area in front of it.

 Friday saw the competition get underway at 8:00 am with one 
flightline due to the water on the field with the F3A class of 23 entrants. 
Before they completed a round, the 2nd flightline was opened up to 
Sportsman (3 entrants) along with Advanced (8entrants). Expert (10 
entrants) flew on flightline one after the F3A boys finished their round. 

 Although delayed a couple of times due to rain or the operations 
of the Coolum Skydiving club, Sportsman, Advanced and Expert all flew 
two rounds. Just a note, the Coolum tower was in radio contact with 
event CD to advice the Skydiving operations. Poor old’ Mario Schembri 
(deserves mention here). Having flown his family up from Melbourne and 
driven up himself with his trailer, his flist take-off saw a large sheet of covering come free from the model on take-off. Having fixed that with 

the help of Aaron Garle, his second flight suffered a glitching elevator and he landed just 
after taking off. He then declared he felt unwell and left not to be seen again until Monday 
as he and his family were struck down with gastro. 1900kms for 60 seconds of flying.

 Saturday commenced with F3A operating off both flight lines. The rain did stop play 
a couple of times, but by lunchtime, we were into round 3 for the other classes. The 
day finished with a thunderstorm at about 2 pm but Sportsman and Advanced completed 
a further two rounds each and Expert needed to finish their Sunday. There was to be a 
catered meal in the marquee, but with the efforts of Peter Penissi and contacts of David 
Garle, it was moved to the Coolum Rugby League club. The meal, AGM and auction made 
for a successful night at a really good venue; thank you, David.

 FUTABA Australia had offered an 18SZ radio as a raffle prize as their sponsorship of 
the Masters and World Cup. Fifty tickets were sold off to go in the draw for this excellent 
prize. At the end of the Auction, the raffle was drawn. Colin Briede of W.A. took out this 
prize.

 Precision Aero Products sponsored the event with the donation of an Allure builder’s 
kit. After a long drawn out bidding frenzy, the prize was taken by Phil Spence.

 Sunday, final day, Expert completed their 3rd round, interrupted by the Thunderstorm, 
with a clear blue sky and an N.E. crosswind. Sportsman, Advanced and Expert completed 
five rounds F3A flew three rounds of P19, and we were at the sharp end of the competition; 
the 2 F19 rounds for the top ten F3A pilots. 

F3A Colin Bride WA

Peter Albert (Germany)

FEA World Champion Tetsuo Onda
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Their flight order had been drawn at the Saturday 
night’s dinner.
1st Dirk Van Der Vecht (Holland)
2nd Kevin Caton (England)
3rd Frazer Briggs (New Zealand)
4th Peter Penissi (Aus)
5th Dennis Travassaros (Aus)
6th Andrew Palmer (New Zealand)
7th Aaron Garle (Aus)
8th Russell Edwards (Aus)
9th Shayne Lysaught (Aus) – withdrew from the 
competition late Saturday night.
10th Tetsuo Onda (Japan)

This was the order for round 1; round 2 started with 
Dennis Travassaros flying first. It was an experience 
to watch Tetsuo Onda fly the F19 schedule. The whole 
flight was slow and precise, matched by the look of 
concentration on his face.

 As the competition comprised two events, 
The Australian Masters and a World Cup round, round 
1 of F19 would determine the World cup results while 
rounds 1 and 2 would go towards the Masters thus.
 World Cup best two P19 + F19
 Masters best two P19 + best F19

Sportsman
1st Sean Galloway
2nd Brian Simpson
3rd Bill Wheeler

Advanced
1st Michael Smith
2nd Brian Ring
3rd Michael Paul

Expert
1st Artur Uzieblo
2nd Andrew Stiver
3rd Michael Hobson

World Cup (3P1F)
1st Tetsuo Onda (JAP)
2nd Derk Van der Vecht (NED)
3rd Andrew Palmer (NZ)

Brian Simpson and top 9

Every CD needs a good assistant. Well 
done William Sparks

Always time for a bie of fun... and some rain

F3A Hamish Galloway NZ

Just a little bit 
wet......
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Top. Master Advance
Right. Masters Expert

Bottom. Masters Sportsman
World Cup, F3A

World Championship Team bound for Italy

Well done to all 
competitors and 

congratulations to
all the winners

Masters Champion
Tetsuo Onda (Japan)

F3A World Champs Team for Italy
Aaron Garle
Russell Edwards
Dennis Travassaros
Reserve – Peter Penissi

 Many thanks to
• FUTABA Australia, Model Sports Australia, Precision Aero Products for their sponsorship of the event.
• The Suncoast Model Fliers for their field and catering of the event for breakfast and lunch.
• FUTABA Australia for bringing the Current F3A World Champion to the event.
• The MAAA for their support and assistance in bringing current F3A World Champion Tetsuo Onda to our shores.
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The aim of this event is to encourage Association Clubs to have a go as a 
team over the two days. The event  has the emphasis on fair play,  maximum 

fun and competition. Junior pilots are encouraged to take part.. 

 The  Trophy rules make it fair 
for smaller Clubs to have a go 
with a good chance of doing well 
against bigger Clubs. Enter as 
many events as you can. Your 
best six of the 11 events will 
count.  
 
 Come and joins us for a great 
weekend of fun, camaraderie and  
some competition along the way.  

Trophy Events: 
•Heli/Drone Limbo  
• Bomb Drop  
• Fun Scale 
• Helicopter (Timed event) 
• Thermal Soaring 
• Scale Aerobatics 
• Electric Glider 
• Fun Fly 
• Sports Limbo 
• Musical Landings 
• Combat 

If you need further information, please contact the 
VMAA CD; Joe Finocchiaro on  
Mobile: 0418 878 168, email 

contestdirector@vmaa.com.au 

The event will be held at P&DARCS. 30 Fowler Road, Cardinia 3978. Catering provided 
both days with camping facilities available. Motels and caravan parks are nearby. 

18 to 19 April 2020 

Ring In Pilot for teams. Not enough Club Members, why not enter a Composite 
VMAA Team. Rules and conditions for Trophy Weekend will be  posted on the 

VMAA Website. www.vmaa.com.au 
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Wing Processed for January to September 2019

23744 Brooker Russell WAM Gold Power
82828 Collins Darren SEMAC Gold Power
86484 Greig Stephen P&DARCS Gold Power
76050 Irving Robert PARCS Gold Power
29975 Sullivan Graham VARMS Gold Power
42670 Wilson Anthony KDMAS Gold Power
19244 Hickman Bob GMAC Gold Power
85580 Abbott Leslie WMAC Silver Power
86313 Aquilina John MMAC Silver Power
84711 Avery Peter BMAC Silver Power
86387 Bannard Mathew PARCS Silver Power
86386 Bannard Jay PARCS Silver Power
86680 Bisley Martin P&DARCS Silver Power
85888 Bowden Trevor WAM Silver Power
83367 Bradford Ross VARMS Silver Power
86550 Browning Hayden KDMAS Silver Power
82745 Chigwidden Alex BADMAC Silver Power
86678 Clark Oliver LDMFA Silver Power
85885 Gilbert David GMAC Silver Power
86662 Green Hayden KDMAS Silver Power
85340 Haider Muhammad Waqar Melton Silver Power
55398 Hogg Campbell GMAC Silver Power
72377 Kurpershoek Dirk LVMAC Silver Power
85654 Loft Stephen LVMAC Silver Power
85678 Manson Scott SADAC Silver Power
63012 Matters John MACS Silver Power
19257 Morianos Jim LDMFA Silver Power
85721 Pemberton Malcolm PARCS Silver Power
84562 Prouse Russell LDMFA Silver Power
85779 Pyle Daniel WMAC Silver Power
75875 Schewtschuk Steven KDMAS Silver Power
86321 Scott Ashley LDMFA Silver Power
86153 Shelden Mark P&DARCS Silver Power
84907 Stone Jarred YVA Silver Power
64998 Tanti John KDMAS Silver Power
53381 Tevelen John ADMAC Silver Power
86454 Tracy Glenn BRCAC Silver Power
86420 Valkovic Peter KDMAS Silver Power
38713 Walker Dean SADAC Silver Power
48347 Whitlock Graham SADAC Silver Power
86605 Wiggan Richard MMAC Silver Power
76083 Zhu Julian LVMAC Silver Power
86472 Aitcheson Thomas TwinCities Silver Power
86593 Blackman James LVMAC Silver Power
29602 Buzuleac George GMAC Silver Power
60859 Campbell David VARMS Silver Power
86428 Chatfield Terry BADMAC Silver Power
85900 Cleary Rohan VARMS Silver Power
68174 Collins Gary KDMAS Silver Power
86548 Corbett Magnus DAC Silver Power
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53105 Edwards Keith VARMS Silver Power
13508 Eeles Chris LVMAC Silver Power
77145 Glover Geoff VARMS Silver Power
86011 Hodgson Russell SADAC Silver Power
85993 Junge John BADMAC Silver Power
86343 Kilpatrick Michael DAC Silver Power
86607 Langheim Rhys TCMAC Silver Power
86527 Noto Alessio GMAC Silver Power
31441 Richardson Paul SADAC Silver Power
86296 Vella Eamon KDMAS Silver Power
86826 Walker Jesse SADAC Silver Power
85726 Barker Adam P&DARCS Silver Heli
68387 Busek Zdenek VARMS Gold Glider
38551 Carter Gerald VARMS Gold Glider
72603 Ryan Gary VARMS Gold Glider
19244 Hickman Bob GMAC Gold Glider
65033 Fay Allan GMAC Gold Wings
13242 Anderson David VARMS Silver Gilder
86714 Knappstein David VARMS Silver Gilder
17062 Milne David VARMS Silver Gilder
86501 Needham Garry VARMS Silver Gilder
85037 Rosevear Donald VARMS Silver Gilder
86712 Bishop Keith WAM Silver Gilder
83792 Barlow Michael VARMS Silver Glider
83032 Burchill Tegan VARMS Silver Glider
58059 Greenwood John SEMAC Silver Glider
85565 Stuart Kenneth SEMAC Silver Glider
41075 Shevels Matt EMMAC Silver Heli
41075 Shevels Matt EMMAC Silver Heli
13890 Szadurski Fred GMAC Silver Heli

Wing Processed for January to September 2019
Continued

ALL completed wing assessment and requests need to be sent to 
SFI@Vmaa.com.au 

and no where else. Long delays can occur (3-4 months) due to the requests being sent to the 
wrong email address or person. 

Instructor Refresher Courses
Instructor refresher courses are under way with two course been completed. Additional courses 
will be programmed over the next few months. Club Secretaries will be notified in regards 
dates and location.

The course is held over one day. All instructors that wish to maintain their instructor rating 
must complete the course by 30 June 2020. Any concerns, please contact the SFI. 
Thank you, 
VMAA  SFI

mailto:SFI%40Vmaa.com.au?subject=Wing%20Reqest
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VMAA Committee 
Members

2018/2019
Reeve Marsh  - President
 - Ph: 0435 891 258
 president@vmaa.com.au  
Jon Goudge - Vice President
 - VicePres@vmaa.com.au  
Joe Finocchiaro - Secretary & Public Officer
Postal Address - PO Box 854
  Bacchus Marsh 3340
  Ph: 0418 878 168
  secretary@vmaa.com.au
Arthur Babis - Treasurer
 - treasurer@vmaa.com.au
Paul Webber - VMAA Registrar
 -  PO Box 55
  Grantville Vic 3984
 - Ph: 0478 084 911
  registrar@vmaa.com.au
Joe Finocchiaro - VMAA CD & Bulletin Editor
 - contestdirector@vmaa.com.au
 - Ph: 0418 878 168  

Contact the CD to submit Calendar of Event dates. 

Geoff Herbert - State Flying Instructor
 - sfi@vmaa.com.au
Brian Dowie - Committee Member
 - Ph: 0402 918 916
 -  cm1@vmaa.com.au
Mark Sills -  Committee Member
 - Ph: 95619097
 -  cm2@vmaa.com.au

David Nichols - Education Officer
 - Ph: 9752 5830
 - Ph: 0417 547 040
  education@vmaa.com.au

Contact Dave to organise a presentation on aero 
modelling. Scouts, Cadet, School Group, general interest 

in aviation. 
All welcome.

Ivan Chiselett -DVD Librarian
 -Ph: 9898 4379
 videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au

The VMAA DVD Library has the best collections 
of aircraft stories, modelling building and building 

techniques. 

Meetings held 2nd Thursday of each month, except for 
January at VARMS Clubrooms

MAAA Latest 
Newsletters 

 The MAAA Newsletter brings 
you information on a number of areas 
at the National level. This includes 
reports from the Committee and 
contact details, Manual of Procedure 
(MOPS), National and International 
Events Competition dates and reports 
on such events. 

Click MAAA Newsletter to have a good 
read.   

From the VMAA Contest Director

To all Club Secretaries and SIG Groups. If you 
wish to have your event advertised, please send 

an email with your associated flyer to

contestdirector@vmaa.com.au

The Calender is updated on a regular basis and 
provides a heads up on what is happening around 

our great Association.

Were possible, your flyer will be placed on the 
monthly bulletin to get the word out. As always, 

the ones that get their dates organised and 
uploaded will hopefully get the best response..

http://www.maaa.asn.au/?page_id=646
mailto:contestdirector%40vmaa.com.au?subject=Calender%20of%20Event%20Submission

